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London / Paris / New York – Building on the success of the inaugural international edition of The Collector 

online, in London, Paris and New York in April 2023, Christie’s is collaborating with the French artist and 

designer Alexandre Benjamin Navet as the tastemaker for the first of two Collector auction series in 2024. 

Navet has created an ‘edit’ of his favourite lots in each of the three sales. Selling concurrently in the three 

cities, this iteration of The Collector comprises more than 700 lots in total, showcasing important decorative 

arts from the 16th to the 20th centuries, including European, English and 19th century furniture and works 

of art, silver, ceramics, glass, clocks and gold boxes. These sales highlight the enduring craftsmanship 

and beauty of exceptional works of art which can be enjoyed in homes of all periods and styles. The 

upcoming sales will open for browsing on 5 April; open for bidding on 10 April; and close on 23 April in 

London, 24 April in Paris and 25 April in New York. Estimates range from lots offered with no reserve up 

to €70,000-100,000/ $77,000-110,000 / £61,000-86,000. 

Alexandre Benjamin Navet commented: "I feel a profound passion for objects, forms and distinctive 

craftsmanship. I have always been fascinated and astonished by the incredible decorative arts that 

Christie’s offers and so it has been a joy to select my favorite six works from each of The Collector sales, 

in Paris, London and New York. So many extraordinary pieces, it has been like a treasure hunt!”  

Alexandre Benjamin Navet ©Grégory Copitet 

 

https://www.christies.com/auction/auction-22662-cks
https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/collector-paris/overview/3525?sc_lang=en
https://www.christies.com/en/auction/the-collector-new-york-22806-nyr/


Nick Sims, Christie’s Global Managing Director, Classic Art, commented: “It is with great pride that 

we present this international edition of The Collector for the second year. I am thrilled that this innovative 

evolution of The Collector has been welcomed by new and existing collectors, dealers and decorators, 

who have embraced the enhanced buying experience spanning the full breadth and depth of works offered; 

the equivalent series in April last year welcoming 15% new buyers and 14% Millennial new bidders and 

buyers. It is wonderful to be collaborating with Alexandre Benjamin Navet as our ‘tastemaker’ this season, 

bringing his own inimitable eye and fresh take on the opportunities these sales present to live with and 

enjoy exquisite craftsmanship.  

The artist and designer Alexandre Benjamin Navet trained in Industrial Design, at ENSCI Les Ateliers in 

Paris. With colour at the centre of his work, he creates interiors, paintings and sculptures. Having recently 

moved his studio to a new space in the forest south of Paris, he works surrounded by art books and says 

that his working and living environment are very important to what he creates. With a great love for vases, 

pots and plinths, Navet explains that such objects are like characters in his drawings and act as characters 

in an interior. Inspired by artists such as Shirley Jaffe, Fernand Léger, Christian Bérard, André Derain, and 

Jean Dubuffet, Navet is continually impressed by the craftsmanship of different artisans he meets as he 

continues to make new discoveries. 

“I am driven by the power of colour and I love the notion of interior exterior in my compositions and in my 

own interior” explains Navet. “My advice would be: do not hesitate to create surprise and unexpected 

connections, select pieces that take you away from reality! Take your time to find the perfect companions 

but once you feel like you have found one, just follow your instinct. I love leaving space to spontaneity, on 

my sketches but also when it comes to collecting. In sharing lot photography of my favourite six works 

from each location’s sale I have also incorporated drawings of two other works from the other sales, to 

highlight the natural ‘dialogue’ between the works in the international series as a whole.”   

For lot info of the works featured in Navet’s London edit, New York edit and Paris edit please see Notes 

to Editors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“My favourite lot in the London sale is this Louis XVI polished steel lit à baldaquin (bed). I am 
always fascinated by this type of object. I like the fact that this example is particularly 

architectural.” 

 

LONDON – The Collector 

THE TASTEMAKER 

THE TASTEMAKER’S AESTHETIC APPROACH 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“In Paris it is the miniature silver table service which captivates me most, due to its very 
unexpected scale and sophistication.” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Chinese export enamel hexagonal lantern in the form of a pagoda has incredibly detailed 

decoration. I see it as a ‘nomadic’ object that can be moved from one room to another.” 

Christie’s specialists working on The Collector sales in London, New York and Paris collectively share 

more than 400 years of expertise among them. The Decorative Arts are fundamental to the DNA of 

Christie’s.  

 

More information about the sales will be available soon at christies.com/thecollector 
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London     | Hannah Schweiger | +44 (0) 207 389 2964 | hschweiger@christies.com 
Paris   | Briséis Leenhardt  | +33 1 40 76 8408 | bleenhardt@christies.com  
New York  | Edward Lewine                 | +1 646 991 5348 | elewine@christies.com 

 

NOTES EDITORS:  
 

The London edit: 
A pair of Italian ormolu-mounted small specimen marble tops, 17th century (estimate: £12,000-18,000 | $16,000-23,000 | €15,000-21,000) 
A Louis XVI polished steel lit à baldaquin attributed to Jacques-Antoine Courbin, late 18th century (estimate: £12,000-18,000 | $16,000-23,000 | €14,000-21,000) 
A Japanese gilt and polychrome-painted six panel paper screen Edo period (1600-1868) (estimate: £7,000-10,000 | US$8,900-13,000 | €8,200-12,000) 
A George II gold-mounted hardstone necessaire, circa 1760 (estimate: £4,000-6,000 | $5,100-7,600 | €4,700-7,000) 
A Regency Blue John, Egyptian alabaster, white marble and black Ashford campana vase early 19th century (estimate: £25,000-40,000 | $32,000-50,000 | €30,000-47,000) 
Two George III silver-gilt zoomorphic snuff-boxes, realistically chased as a fox mask, mark of Thomas Phibbs and Edward Robinson II, London, 1807 and 1808 (estimate: £1,500-2,500) 

 

PARIS – The Collector: Le Goût Français 

 

NEW YORK – The Collector  

 

OVER 400 YEARS OF COLLECTIVE EXPERTISE: 
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The Paris edit: 
A Neo-Renaissance style tinted oak table, second half 19th century, after a design by Jacques Androuet du Cerceau (estimate: €1,000-2,000 | $1,100-2,200 | £860-1,700) 
A 19th century marble and onyx tazza, Italian, in the manner of Benedetto Boschetti (estimate: €12,000-18,000 | $13,000-19,000 | £11,000-15,000) 
A pair of Italian monumental Neoclassic style terracotta covered vases, 20th century (estimate: €4,000-6,000 | $4,400-6,600 | £3,500-5,100) 
A pair of Pompeian style scagliola panels, Italian, 20th century (estimate: €6,000-8,000 | $6,600-8,800 | £5,200-6,800) 
A miniature silver table service in wood casket, probably Holland, mid-18th century (estimate: €5,000-8,000 | US$5,500-8,800 | £4,300-6,800) 
 
The New York edit: 
A pair of north Italian Neoclassical style console tables parts 18th/19th century (estimate: €5,000-8,000  $8,000-12,000 | £6,300-9,400 | €7,400-11,000) 
An Italian white marble console table 20th century with rectangular red marble top, the sides modelled as seated dogs (estimate: $5,000-8,000 | £4,000-6,300 | €4,600-7,400) 
A Chinese export enamel hexagonal hanging lantern second half 19th century, pagoda form (estimate: $8,000-12,000 | £6,300-9,400 | €7,400-11,000) 
Two Sevres porcelain flower-vases and pierced stands (vases ‘hollandois’, 2eme grandeur) one vase circa 1770, the other stand circa 1765 (estimate: $12,000-18,000 | £9,500-
14,000 | €11,000-17,000) 
A champlevé enamel parcel-gilt silver trompe l'oeil desk set maker's mark cyrillic 'P.E.D.', St Petersburg, 1880 (estimate: $15,000-25,000 | £12,000-20,000 | €14,000-23,000) 
A leather-bound black and gilt-decorated hardstone inlaid travelling cabinet French or Italian, mid-19th century (estimate: $15,000-25,000 | £12,000-20,000 | €14,000-23,000) 

 
About Christie’s

Founded in 1766, Christie’s is a world-leading art and luxury business with a physical presence in 46 countries throughout the Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
and Asia Pacific, and flagship international sales hubs in New York, London, Hong Kong, Paris and Geneva. Renowned and trusted for our expert live and 
online-only auctions, as well as bespoke Private Sales, Christie’s unparalleled network of specialists offers our clients a full portfolio of global services, including 
art appraisal, art financing, international real estate and education. Christie’s auctions span more than 70 art and luxury categories, at price points ranging 
from $500 to over $100 million. Christie’s has sold 7 of the 10 most important single-owner collections in history, achieved the world record price for an 
artwork at auction, launched the first fully on-chain auction platform dedicated to exceptional NFT art and manages an investment fund to support innovative 
startups in the art market. Christie’s is also committed to advancing responsible culture throughout its business and communities worldwide. To learn more, 
browse, bid, discover, and join us for the best of art and luxury at christies.com or by downloading Christie’s apps.  
 

* Please note when quoting estimates above that other fees will apply in addition to the hammer price - see Section D of the Conditions of Sale at the back of the sale 
catalogue.  *Estimates do not include buyer’s premium. Sales totals are hammer price plus buyer’s premium.
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